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The sporadic simple group F,, of order 2i’ .39.52.7.11.13isdefinedby 
Fischer in “Finite Groups Generated in 3-Transpositions.” It is generated by 
a conjugacy class D of involutions, called 3-transpositions, any noncommuting 
pair of which has product of order 3. Some work has been done to describe 
this group in other ways, with the object of making it easier to work with, for 
example, Conway describes a set of generators in terms of the subgroup Mz2 . 
In this paper we make use of a subgroup S N S,, , the symmetric group of 
degree 10; the existence of such a subgroup is proved. We assign names to all 
the transpositions which suggest how this S,, acts on them. Then we determine 
which transpositions commute with one another, and for any two that do not 
commute we find the conjugate of one by the other. This work gives us a complete 
transform table for F,, , i.e., a table of nt, for all U, t ED, which is therefore a 
considerable improvement on Conway’s table, in which t is restricted to being 
in a special set of size 23. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Taking the transpositions of F,, as vertices and joining distinct commuting 
pairs, we get the graph P (Fig. I), whose parameters can be deduced from 
Fischer’s work [3]. We explain the meaning of this figure by an example: Each 
vertex in the orbit of size 693 is joined to one vertex in the orbit of size I, 180 in 
its own orbit, and 512 in the orbit of size 2816. 
If with these 3510 vertices we associate 3510 linearly independent vectors and 
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call two vectors adjacent if the corresponding vertices are joined, then let CL map 
each vector to the sum of those adjacent to it, we find, by standard techniques, 
that the eigenvalues of CL (also called eigenvalues of r) are 693, 63, and -9, with 
multiplicities 1,429, and 3080, respectively. We use this later to find the structure 
of the graph under the action of S. 
The character table of F,, [5] shows precisely three conjugacy classes of 
involutions, namely, D, T, N, where the elements of D are the transpositions, 
each element of T is expressible in a unique way (up to order) as a product of two 
commuting elements of D, and each element of N is expressible in just two 
essentially different ways as a product of three commuting elements of D. The 
corresponding centralizer orders are 2r6 . 3’j . 5 . 7 * 11, 217 . 34 . 5, and 216 . 33. 
In the group Fz4 a maximal commuting set of transpositions, called a basic set 
of transpositions, has size 24 and generates a group of order 212, whose normalizer 
in Ft4 is a nonsplit extension 2*s . M2, . Dropping down to F,, by factoring the 
centralizer of two elements of a basic set by the group they generate, we have in 
Fs2 a set of 22 basic transpositions, generating a subgroup of order 2r”, whose 
normalizer in F,, is a split extension 21° * M,, [ 11. 
In Fz4 the sets of eight basic transpositions with trivial product form a Steiner 
system S( 5,8,24) and are called (special) octads. In [2] an n-element set contained 
in a special octad is called a special n-ad (S,), and it is shown that there is just 
one type of nonspecial six-element set, called the umbra1 hexad U, , and just one 
type of nonspecial seven-element set, called the umbra1 heptad U, . In a U, 
there is just one point (the center) whose removal leaves an S, , and if {a, b, c, 
4 e, f, g> and (4 B, C, 4 E, F, G) are both of type U, with centers u and A, 
there is just one element of Mz4 that takes a -+ A, b -+ B,..., g + G. We shall 
use these results in the next section when naming the transpositions. 
2. NAMING THE TRANSPOSITIONS 
Using the properties of D, T, N, we can easily identify the F,,-conjugacy 
classes of involutions in any subgroup S,, of F,, : 
Class in S,, 18 . 2 16 .2a 14.23 la .24 25 
Number 45 630 3150 4725 945 
I cs,, I 28 . 32 . 5 .7 27 . 32 . 5 27 . 32 28 . 3 28 * 3 .5 
Class in F,, D T N N T 
So the 45 transpositions of the S,, are transpositions of F,, also. Let co, j, k, I, 
m, n, o, be basic transpositions of F24 forming a U, with center co. What are the 
other transpositions in the basic set containing this U, ? 
The two points u, e, that complete j, K, I, m, n, o, to an octad may be called 
481/46/W 
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f j/k/Z/m/n/o. It f o 11 ows from remarks in the previous section that the stabilizer 
of the set {co, j, k, 1, m, n, o> in Mz4 is a group S’s . An explicit calculation shows, 
in fact, that even permutations of this S, fix u and v while odd ones interchange 
them. We may therefore simplify our notation by writing u = j/k/l/m/n/o and 
v = k/j/l/m/n/o = -~~kll/rn/n/o. Since the product jklmnouv = 1 we have 
jklmno = uv, giving an alternative factorization for jklmno. 
A set such as (co, E, m, n, 01, containing a3 and four other points of the U, , 
extends to an octad {CO, 1, m, n, o, X, y, a}, say. If all points X, y, Z, obtainable like 
this were distinct, we should have 45 new transpositions in a basic set, so we may 
suppose that x appears at least three times in this way. Since no two octads have 
more than four points in common, we must have three octads such as (00, E, m, 
n, 0, x, Y, 4, (~0, j, k, n, 0, x, p, q), and ia, j, 4 6 m, x, r, 4, in which 03, j, k 
1, m, n, o, x, y, z, p, q, r, s are all distinct, and no further such octad can contain x. 
We may therefore write x = jkjlmlno, and we obtain in this way just 15 basic 
transpositions from the 15 splittings of the set {j, k, E, m, n, o} into three pairs. 
Here also y = jk/ln/mo, z = jk/lo/mn, and we have oolmno = xyz, giving an 
alternative factorization of colmno. 
We have now named the 24 elements of a basic set of transpositions: 
(i) the transposition co; 
(ii) the six transpositions j, k, E, m, n, o; 
(iii) the two transpositions &j/k/l/m/n/o; 
(iv) the 15 transpositions jk/Zm/no. 
The names indicate the symmetry under the subgroup fixing ( j, k, 1, m, n, o}. 
We now standardize our notation. Let co, 0 be two basic transpositions in Fz4 . 
We regard F,, as the group obtained by factoring the centralizer in Fz4 of these 
two by the group they generate. We choose a fixed subgroup S N S,, in F,, ; the 
existence of such a subgroup will be established at the end of this section. The 
letters S permutes will be called a, b, c, d, e, a, /I, y, 6, E or a, b, c, d, a, fl, y, 
6, X, Y according to the symmetry we wish to display (see Section 6). Then 
co, 0 and the inverse images (j, k, I, m, n, say) of (aa), (b/3), (cy), (da), (ee), are 
mutually commuting transpositions of Fz4 . Now a set such as (03, 0, j, k, Z, rn] 
cannot be a special hexad, for if {co, 0, j, k, 1, m, g, h} is an octad, then jklm = 
coOgh (since the product of all eight is the identity), and the corresponding 
statement in Fz2 yields the false assertion that the permutation (ua)(ba)(cy)(da) is 
in class T. The set {co, 0, j, k, Z, m, n} is therefore a U, whose center must be CO 
or 0, say cc. So (0, j, k, I, m, n} is special and we can write &aollbplcy/d 6/ee for 
*j/k/Z/m/n/O and (for the moment) (aa)(b&/(cy)(d8)/(ec) for jk/Zm/nO. The 0 
disappears from the notation since it has trivial image in F,, . 
Let G be the subgroup of S fixing the partition into five sets {a, CL}, {b, p}, 
ic, Y>3 id, 3, i f ‘e c). Let H be the subgroup of G fixing also the partition into 
{a, o(, b, p}, {c, y, d, S}, {e, c}. Then G has index 945 and H has index 945 . 15 = 
14,175 in S. Since there are only 3510 transpositions, the point (aol)(bfl)/(cy)(da)/ 
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(er) must be invariant under a subgroup K of S containing H to index at least 
14,175/3510 > 4, and we know that K may contain no further elements of G. 
If there is some element of K not fixing the partition {{a, DI, b, /3}, {c, y, d, S}, 
(e, E>>, then K must contain either the Ss on (a, OT, b, fi, c, y, d, 6) or an S, on 
{a, a, 6, fi, e, c} or (c, y, d, 6, e, e} and in either case has further elements of G. 
So K is contained in the subgroup L of S fixing the partition {{a, OL, b, &, {c, y, 
d, S}, {e, E}}, and since H has index 9 in L, we must have K = L and we can 
write (a~)(b&/(cy)(dS)/(e~) = umb&ydS/ee. By permuting the letters we obtain 
just 1 S l/i L 1 = 1575 transpositions of this kind. 
The element aa/bp/cy/dS/ec is invariant under the subgroup + G (of index 
1890 in S) of elements of G permuting the five sets {a, 01}, (b, ,!?}, {c, y], {d, S}, 
(e, c> evenly, but not under any other elements of G. G is the only proper sub- 
group of S strictly containing -& G, and so we obtain just 1890 elements of this 
kind by permuting the letters. 
Since 3510 = 45 + 1575 + 1890, we have D = A v B U C, where A consists 
of the 45 elements of type (aor), B contains just the 1575 of type abed/ 
C&J S/XY, and the elements of C are the 1890 of type ua/b/3/cy/dS/ee. S acts on 
these by permuting the letters. 
We now prove the existence of our subgroup S ‘v S,, in Fz2 . Such a group is 
generated by the images of any transposition (ua) under powers of an element 
~JI = (uorb@ydSer) of order 10. Using the Steiner system of [2, 61 we can take 
the basic transpositions of [l] as 1, 2,..., 22 and then for X = (14, 17, 11, 19,22}, 
X u (00, 0} is a U, . Thus we can identify X with ((aor), (bj?), (cy), (dS), (ec)}; 
and p2 with (14 17 11 19 22)(8 16 13 9 12)(20 10 7 5 21)(18 4 2 6 I), since 
1 NF,,( 14, 17, 11, 19, 22)j is divisible by 5 but not 52. Now v5, being of class T, 
must be a product of a commuting pair of transpositions that commute with ~2. 
In fact there are just IO such transpositions among which we can see s, h =:.. 15, 
and cc. = (3 20 10 7 5 21 j 15 8 16 13 9 12) in the notation of [l]. Consideration of 
cases suggests the possibility $ = @ = Y, say. An explicit calculation by the 
methods of [l] now yields 14” = (14 16 12 j 17 22 18), which indeed commutes 
with just three elements, 14 = (a@), 17 = (b/3), 22 = (ec) from X, and so can be 
taken as (aa)“” = (yd). Applying (v”) shows that the other mutually commuting 
elements of X satisfy the required relations for (Se), (cd), (ab), (flc) and so in F2a 
we have an S,, subgroup generated by X u Xy. This discussion also shows that 
F22 has just two conjugacy classes of S,, subgroups and these are fused by the 
automorphism interchanging co and 0. 
3. THE ACTION OF S 
Having named the transpositions we now wish to compute the conjugates ut 
for u, t E D. Toward this end we first find how commuting pairs are located in 
our three orbits A, B, C. Using the notation S, for the stabilizer in the group S 
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FIGURE 2 
of the transposition t, we recall that for b E B, S, E (S, x S, x S,) .2 and for 
c E C, S, N_ 25 . A,. Knowing the action of A elements, since these are in S, 
we can determine the structure of the graph I’ under the action of S (Fig. 2). The 
indicated values for p, q, Y, s are computed using the equations 13 + p + q = 
5+r-t-s=693and1575.q=1890 . Y, and the fact that the eigenvalues of the 
matrix 
must be eigenvalues of r. 
We now have the following complete information on numbers of commuting 
pairs: 
(i) for a E A, / C,(a)1 = 28, / C’s(a)1 = 455, / C,(a)1 = 210; 
(ii) for b E B, / C,(b)1 = 13, 1 C’s(b)1 = 326, / C,(b)/ = 354; 
(iii) for c E C, 1 C,(c)1 = 5, 1 C,(C)/ = 295, I Cc(c)/ = 393. 
For noncommuting transpositions U, t we have the useful relation ZJ = t”. 
The typical A element (ab) acts on transpositions by interchanging the letters a 
and b in their names. 
4. INTERACTIONS IN ORBITS B AND C 
Let t = ubcd/c&G/XY be a typical B element; write it as t == T,/T,/l> and 
let u = U,/U,/U, be another. Pairs {t, U} are described under S by the numbers 
nij = / Ti n Uj 1, by writing n n n /n n n /n n n for the type of the pair 11 12 13 21 22 23 31 32 33 
(t, u>. For example, with t as above and u = ubcG/$dY/yX we have a pair 
(t, u} of type 310/121/011. For D E C, pairs {t, V} are described under S by the 
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numbers mij = the number of blocks of w that intersect both Ti and Tj (recalling 
that v is written as five blocks, each of size 2). We write ml2 , ml3 , rn= for the 
type of the pair {t, w>. For example, with t as above and v = ab/cy/dG/&/fiY we 
have a pair {t, V} of type 2,0,2. 
Ifs is a typical C element and w another, our method of describing pairs {s, w} 
is best illustrated by an example : Let s = aol/b/l/cy/dS/er and w = aa/bfi/cS/ 
dt-/q. We consider the group on 10 letters generated by the transpositions of S 
corresponding to the blocks of s and w, i.e., ((au), (bp), (cy), (dS), (ec), (cS), 
(de), (9)). Since this has orbits {a, cy}, {b, /I}, {c, y, d, 6, e, l } of sizes 2, 2, 6, we 
say the pair {s, zu} is of type 2,2, 6. 
Fixing t and s we refer to the types of the pairs {t, u}, (t, o}, {s, w} as the t types 
of u and v and the s type of w, respectively. Then just 15 t types occur among the 
elements of B and 7 in C. These fall into 15 orbits and 8 orbits, respectively, 
under the action of S, , among which orbits of equal size will be permuted under 
the action of t. There are 7 s types of C elements forming 12 orbits under the 
action of S, , among which orbits of equal size will be permuted by s. The specific 
conjugates ut, vt, ws are computed using the techniques of Section 5 and are 
listed in the table. 
5. TECHNIQUES 
Instead of a detailed analysis showing how each entry in the table was 
computed, we list the techniques used and give some examples of the computa- 
tions involved. 
(i) The elements obtained by factoring products of a set such as (acu), 
(b/3), (cy), (dS), (ec) lie in a mutually commuting set of basic transpositions. 
For example, aol/bj3/cy/dS/ee commutes with ab$/cdyS/e~. 
(ii) For U, t E D, ut is invariant under permutations of S that fix both u 
and t. Furthermore, if u and t do not commute, ut is not invariant under permu- 
tations of S that fix just one of u and t. For example, let t = abcd/&S/XY and 
u = abcfl/adXY/yS. Since u represents an orbit of size 96 under S, and the only 
orbits of this size are of B elements, ut must be a B element also. The permuta- 
tions (abc), (XY), (~6) h s ow that ut has one of the forms abc ?/XY? ?/yS, 
abc?/yS? ?/XY, or abc ?/XYyS/ ? ?. If ut # u, the permutations (@), (ayS), 
(/IyS) show that the second possibility cannot hold, while (cd) and (Yd) rule 
out the first. Then (cd), ($I), and (abcfi) show that the only solution is 
abctu/XYySld& 
(iii) We already know how many elements of each type commute with a 
given element. This enables us to establish certain commutativities and to 
determine various noncommutativities for which (ii) above can be used. As an 
illustration we find the 326 B elements fixed by the typical B element t = 
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abcd/+3yS/XY. By (i) above we see that the orbits of sizes 18, 12, 72 will be 
fixed and by technique (ii) we find that the orbit of size 192 represented by 
abcS/$UY/Xy is also fixed. This gives a total of 294, leaving just 32 to be found. 
From the orbit sizes these could be the two orbits of size 16 or the one orbit of 
size 32, but the elements in the orbits of size 16 clearly become A elements under 
the action oft. Thus the remaining fixed elements are the orbit of size 32. 
(iv) Since we have not yet distinguished between iu, where u is a C 
element, we have the freedom to make one arbitrary decision in a suitable place. 
For example, under the action of t = abcd/&S/XY there are two orbits of 
size 288 of C elements, represented by u = ab/$/cr/dX/SY and -u = ab/ 
c@/cy/Sl’/dX. We find that just one of these is fixed by t, using the above tech- 
niques, and since the product +u by -u is (ab)(+)(cy)(dX)(SY) the nonfixed one 
will transform under t to abyX/&Y/dS. We choose to let ab/$?/cy/SY/dX be the 
fixed one and then we know that ab/c&/cy/dX/SY is the conjugate of abyX/q%Y/ 
dS by abcd/&G/XY. We deduce that aa/b/3/cy/dS/ec = s, our standard 
C element, is the conjugate of aoryS/bpc.s/de = h by acrcd/bj3ye/o3 = k. When 
conjugating by s we may use this expression s = h”’ = khk. 
(v) For transpositions s, t, u, such that s and t commute, we use the 
expression ut = 2P. Suppose, for example, that we know the conjugate of 
abyX/cdSY/@ by t = abcd/@yS/XY to be ab/cd/olfi/XS/Yy, then consider 
u = ab@/cyXY/dS and let s = ab$/cdXY,‘yS. Then U” = (dy), uSt == 
abcy/@dS/XY and we deduce uSts = ab/olfi/XY/yd/Sc = ut. Similarly, for 
transpositions s, t, u, such that s and t do not commute, we use the expression 
*t = u”fts 
TABLE I 
Action of (ab) 
Representative Number 
CabI 1 
Car) 16 
(4 28 
nbcdjw&A/XY 420 
cdXY/@y&b 35 
acdX/b/3yS/aY 560 
acdXl&S/bY 560 
ab/cd/ap/yS/XY 210 
aclbdl~lplys/XY I680 
Conjugate 
Equal 
(bc) 
Fixed 
Fixed 
Fixed 
bcdXlafly+Y 
bcdX/@yS/aY 
Fixed 
bc/nd/$/yS/XY 
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6. THE TRANSFORM TABLE 
The table is displayed in three parts labeled Tables I, II, 111,showing the action 
on the class D of A, B, and C elements, represented, respectively, by (ab), 
abcd/ollSys/XY, and acr/b/3/cy/d8/ee. The practice of using a different script in 
each of the three blocks of the typical B element is very helpful in the task of 
identifying the types of other transpositions relative to it and this outweighs the 
TABLE II 
Action of abcdla/+SIXY 
Representative Number Conjugate TYPO 
VW 1 
(4 12 
Wa) 16 
WI 16 
abcdja/?yS/XY 1 
abcS/c+dlXY 16 
abySlu,kd/XY 18 
abcdl$lyX/S Y 16 
abc@lcdyXISY 288 
abcX/@ydlSY 64 
abcdlabXY/yS 12 
abcfildaXY/yS 96 
abap/cdXYlyS 72 
abcylc@XYldS 96 
ab@/cyXYjdS 144 
abcX/afidY/yS 96 
ab yX/rdS Y/q3 144 
abcX/c+yYldS 32 
abcSl@dY/yX 192 
abyXlu/kYldS 288 
aalbfilcyldS/XY 48 
acr/b~lcd/yS/XY 144 
ab/cdl@3lySIXY 18 
ablcdla~/XS/Yy 144 
ab/cyldSlmX//lY 576 
aa/bBlcyldXISY 384 
ab/qQyldXISY 288 
abl~/3lcylSYldX 288 
Fixed 
Fixed 
Xbcd/aflySlaY 
abcSlufiyd/XY 
Equal 
(64 
Fixed 
@X) 
u@d/abSXlyY 
abcSlaflyX/dY 
Fixed 
abcailySXY/dp 
Fixed 
abcSlydXY/ai3 
ab/u,S/XYldy/cS 
abcYlySdXl$l 
ablcdlu/l/XS/ Yy 
Fixed 
Fixed 
ablqQyldX/SY 
Fixed 
cdySlbaXY/afi 
Fixed 
a6 yXjcdS Y/c+? 
ablc/3/dor/YSIXy 
afilbylcalSX/dY 
abyXla/kY/dS 
Fixed 
- 
- 
- 
- 
400/040/002 
310/130/002 
220/220/002 
400/031/011 
220/211/011 
301/130/011 
400/022/020 
310/112/020 
220/202/020 
310/022/110 
220/112~110 
301/121/020 
211/211/020 
301/031/110 
310/121/011 
211/121/110 
4,0,0 
TO, 0 
0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 2 
2, 0, 2 
3, 131 
1, 1, 1 
1, 1, 1 
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TABLE III 
Action of aalbfllcy/d8/ec 
Representative 
___- 
(4 
(4 
abcd/orj+ler 
abcy/c@d/e~ 
abc+lcdy-Slec 
aba/l/cdye/& 
mabc/flydel& 
abcd/@ye/& 
macd/b~yel& 
nacelbfly8lde 
aiy/b/3/cy/d6/e~ 
aarlb~lcy/e~ld6 
aa/b/3lcylde/& 
aalb~lc8jdeley 
aorlb,3/c8/ey/de 
aalbylcS/d~le~ 
aalbylQ3ldrle8 
a/llbylca/d~le8 
afilbylc8ld~leu 
a/3lbylci%/eor/d~ 
a~lbylc~le6/dor 
afi/bylcrldor/e8 
Number Conjugate Type 
5 Fixed 
40 barlafi/cy/d8les 
40 Fixed 
120 cdy8lorbe<la/3 
15 Fixed 
120 mFielbfld+y 
480 aalcd/be/@ly~ 
320 afilbylca/e8lde 
240 aayS/b@/de 
240 Fixed 
I Equal 
1 Fixed 
40 (4 
80 aa/b/3/ccldyle8 
80 Fixed 
480 aayc/bcde/@ 
120 Fixed 
320 abcS/orflyByrlde 
192 aW44evldP 
192 a~lbol/c~le8ldy 
192 ay/belc8/dfl/ea 
192 Fixed 
- 
4,0, 0 
2, 030 
60, 0 
0, 0, 2 
2, 0, 2 
3, 1, 1 
1,1, 1 
1, 1, 1 
2, 2, 2, z2 
2, 2, 2, 2, 2 
2, 2, 2, 4 
2, 2, 6 
2,2, 6 
2, 8 
2, 4, 4 
6, 4 
10 
10 
10 
10 
disadvantage of having to identify X and Y with e and E, respectively, when 
reading Table III. 
In each table column 1 gives a representative element U, and column 2 gives 
the size of the orbit of u under S, , t being the acting element. Column 3 gives the 
transform ut. We write “equal” when u = t and “fixed” when ut = u # t. 
Column 4 (when it exists) gives the type of the representative u in terms of the 
classifications discussed in Section 4, as an aid to finding specific entries. 
This description of F,, can be used to exhibit, in a natural way, the subgroup 
S,(2), which arises classically as the group of the 28 bitangents to the general 
quartic curve, and in the terminology of Hesse [4] can be described as follows. 
The bitangents can be labeled by the unordered pairs 12, 13,..., 78 from eight 
symbols 1, 2,..., 8. Two types of action are described on these pairs, the natural 
action of a symmetric group S, on the 8 symbols and the action of Hesse’s 35 
bifid maps. A typical bifid map is written 1234/5678 and has the action (12 34) 
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(13 24) (14 23)(56 78) (57 68)(58 67) on the pairs; i.e., a pair whose symbols both 
occur in the same block is complemented in that block while one with a symbol in 
each block is fixed. 
S,(2) is generated as an abstract group by an Ss together with these bifid 
maps, satisfying the relations (abcd/efgh)2 = 1, (abch/efgd)(ubcd/efgh)(abch/ 
efgd) = (dk), (ubcd/efgk)(abej/cdgk) = (ubeficdgk)(ubcd/efgh), (ubcd/efgh)(ubef/ 
44bWWef) = WWH4Xd4 and with S, acting on the bifid maps by 
permuting the eight symbols in their names. These relations show that the 
transpositions of S’s together with the bifid maps form a conjugacy class of 
3-transpositions in S,(2). Our transform table displayed above contains sufficient 
information to show that if (q, r} is a fixed two element subset of {a, b, c, d, 
CC, /3, y, 6, X, Y} and {i, j, k, I, m, n, o, p} its complement hen the elements ajkZ/ 
mnopiqr (which we might now abbreviate to ijkllmnop) satisfy the above relations 
and so S,(2) is clearly seen in F,, . 
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